Radiographic Employment of Mandibular Third-Molar Mineralisation to Estimate Chronological Age in a Population of Peshawar, Pakistan
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OBJECTIVES: To determine the correlation between chronological age (CA) and mandibular third molar (MTM) development in a sample of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP) population. Furthermore, to provide forensic reference data for age determination from MTM mineralisation. Finally, to derive regression formulae specific to this population to estimate age using MTM calcification stages.

METHODOLOGY: Four hundred and seventy orthopantomographs (OPGs) of patients aged between 13-26 years from the Orthodontics department archive at the main tertiary dental hospital of KP were studied for development of MTM staging using Demirjian’s method. Spearman’s Correlation was applied to determine any relationship between CA and MTM development. An Independent two-sample t-test was performed to compare third-molar development in males and females. Population-specific models was developed using quantile regression analysis.

RESULTS: A strong positive correlation was found between CA and MTM development (rs = 0.853; p <0.001). The median quantile regression equation developed for entire sample is: Age = 8.8 + 1.4(developmental stage). Ninety-four percent of males and females at stage H were at least 18 years or older.

CONCLUSION: Mandibular third-molars can be an appropriate guide for CA estimation in the KP population. Stage H is likely to occur at 18 years of age. This may be valuable for medicolegal suits requiring CA estimation.
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INTRODUCTION

Radiographic studies of skeletal and dental development have been preferentially adopted as a non-invasive method for the estimation of chronological age for both the dead and living individuals. It avoids the need for dental extraction or histological preparation of tissue.¹ Dental age has persistently corresponded to specific ranges of CA, for example, the eruption of permanent first molars is generally expected by 6-7 years of age. However, the accuracy with which age can be correlated with dentition stages is limited to the eruption of second-molars. After which, third-molars are the only teeth developing and radiographically employable for age estimation during adolescence and early adulthood.²,³,⁴

Crypts of third-molars can be depicted radiographically on average as early as 8 years after birth.⁵ In a longitudinal study, Garn et al⁶ showed that third-molar development continues a further 12 years of age until the closure of root apices. Undoubtedly this lengthy period increases risk of inconsistency in its development. Third molars are known to be the most variant tooth and have the highest rate agenesis.⁶ Nonetheless, several studies have shown great interest in utilising third-molar for chronological age estimation focusing on its mineralisation stages.³,⁷ Several classifications of tooth
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development stages have been developed in this regard of which Demirjian's [ANNEXURE 1] is considered the most efficacious and is extensively used because of greater observer agreement. Demirjian et al developed a maturity scoring system to determine dental age in children for universal use but it is not applicable to some populations including that of Pakistani children. The present study, however, does not use their proposed method rather it only utilises their developmental stages of the MTM.

Previous studies have shown a positive correlation between chronological age and third-molar developmental stages and have formulated population-specific regression models for age calculation. The objectives of our study were to determine a correlation between CA and MTM development in a population of KP, north western province of Pakistan, to provide forensic reference data of CA at critical dental developmental landmarks and to develop a model specific to this populace.

METHODOLOGY

This retrospective cross-sectional analytical study was conducted at the Department of Orthodontics, Khyber College of Dentistry (KCD), Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. Panoramic radiographs of 470 orthodontic patients pertaining to the years: Jan 2016 to May 2018, were studied. The sample size was calculated using Yamane’s formula:

\[ n = \frac{N}{1 + \frac{N(e^2)}{n}} \]

For projected population of KP between 13 to 26 years, \( N = 8468438 \) and a margin of error \( e = 0.046 \) the estimated sample size \( n = 8468438 / (1 + 8468438(0.046)^2) \), \( n = 470 \) approx. Subjects who were natives of KP visiting orthodontics department at KCD and aged between 13-26 years were included. The following were excluded: any skeletal or dental pathology (impactions, anomalies, agenesis, transpositions, skeletal class II or III jaw profile, cleft lip and palate etc), any systemic developmental disturbances, previous surgery affecting the jaw or dental development and any radiographic artefacts affecting MTM region.

To carry out the study, approval was taken from the Institutional Ethical Review Committee at KCD. Data was collected by studying the developmental stages of MTMs from OPGs of both males and females aged between 13 to 26 years. Age was calculated from the date of birth stated in the patients’ files to the date on which the OPG was taken. For the developmental stage assessment Demirjian’s et al classification system was utilised which states 8 developmental stages (A-H). Stage 0 was applied for the presence of merely a tooth crypt. All OPGs were assessed under radiographic illuminator by two observers.

The collected data were analysed using Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) version 22. Inter-observer agreement was assessed using Cohen’s kappa statistics. Descriptive statistics like frequency, mean, standard deviation and percentage distribution of chronological ages for the eight Demirjian stages were calculated. Spearman’s correlation was used to determine if correlation exists between CA and Demirjian developmental stages of MTM. An Independent two-sample t-test was applied to examine the statistical significance of the variations observed in the ages of males and females at each stage. Quantile regression analysis was carried out using Software for Statistics and Data Science (STATA) version 12 to develop equations to estimate chronological age for the entire sample and for males and females separately.

RESULTS

There was an almost perfect degree of agreement with Kappa value of 0.815 between the 2 observers for \( n=470 \) cases (\( p < 0.0001 \)).

There were 215 (45.7%) males with an average age of 17.2±3.7 years and 255 (54.3%) females with an average age of 17.6±3.7 years. The frequency of each Demirjian stage and mean age at each stage for both males and females is given in table 1.

Results from our study sample show a strong positive linear trend between CA and Demirjian development stages of both 38 and 48 (see Fig.1). Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient (r) indicated a strong positive association between CA and developmental stages of teeth 38 (\( r_s = 0.840 \)) and 48 (\( r_s = 0.853 \)), which is highly statistically significant (\( p < 0.0001 \)). Males showed slightly greater correlation between CA and development of both 38 (males \( r_s = 0.845 \); females \( r_s = 0.832 \)) and 48 (males \( r_s = 0.862 \); females \( r_s = 0.840 \)).

Figure 1: Mean plots for each developmental stage of 38 and 48.
Further analysis was performed with data of 48 as it exhibited greater correlation with CA for both sexes than 38.

Independent samples t-test showed no statistically significant differences between mean ages of males and females in any developmental stage for tooth 48. There were a negligible few individuals in whom MTM crypts were observed as late as 13 to 14 years of age. Stage A was observed on average within the 13th year. Between stages B-D, age remained relatively constant (see Fig.1). Stage D (crown completion) was predominantly observed around 14 years of age for both sexes (see Fig.2). Eighty-eight percent of females and 86% of males were at least 14 years of age at stage D (see Fig.3). Dental maturation from stage D to E occurred over a period of 1.5 years for females and 1 year for males (see Table 1). After which both males and females attained stages F and G at a similar period (see Fig. 2). Stage G (root-length completion) was predominantly observed after 17 years of age in both males and females. Seventy-one percent of females at stage G were >17 years and 67% of males at stage G were >17 years of age (see Fig.4). Stage H (apical closure) was obtained at 16 years of age at the earliest in both males and females. At stage H, 94% of males and 95% of females were >18 years (see Fig. 5).

Through quantile regression analysis, statistical models were developed by which chronological age can be estimated using Demirjian’s developmental stages (p <0.0001):

**Figure 3:** Percentage of males and females in certain ages within stage D (crown completion)

**Figure 4:** Percentage of males and females at certain ages within stage G (root length completion)
Entire sample:

Quantile Regression at median(17) Age = 8.8+ 1.4 (developmental stage), pseudo $R^2 = 0.45$

0.25 (14) Quantile Age = 10+ 1.0 (developmental stage), pseudo $R^2 = 0.37$

0.75 (20) Quantile Age = 10+ 1.5 (developmental stage), pseudo $R^2 = 0.43$

For Males:

At median(16) Age = 8.8+ 1.4 (developmental stage), pseudo $R^2 = 0.45$

0.25 (14) Quantile Age = 10+ 1.0 (developmental stage), pseudo $R^2 = 0.37$

0.75 (20) Quantile Age = 10+ 1.5 (developmental stage), pseudo $R^2 = 0.45$

For Females:

At Median(17) Age = 8.8+ 1.4 (developmental stage), pseudo $R^2 = 0.45$

0.25 (14) Quantile Age = 7.7+ 1.3 (developmental stage), pseudo $R^2 = 0.38$

0.75 (20) Quantile Age = 8.6 + 1.8 (developmental stage), pseudo $R^2 = 0.41$

McFadden’s pseudo $R^2$ indicates goodness of fit of the aforementioned models. The larger pseudo $R^2$ values indicate which model better predicts the outcome. When interested in predicting around the median age value then Quantile regression median is appropriate. Similarly, when estimating around the 0.25th quantile i.e. age value or around the 0.75th quantile, i.e. age value, the Quantile regression median is also appropriate.

DISCUSSION

The results from our study show a strong positive correlation exists between MTM development and chronological age in a KP population. This is a similar finding to studies conducted on Central European Indian14, Iranian15, Chinese16, Japanese, South African17, Turkish18, Aboriginal-Canadians19, American3 and Brazilian20 populations.

According to Mincer, et al2, sexual dimorphism influences mineralisation of MTM: males being more advanced in development than females. Studies conducted on Turkish18, Indian21 and Swedish22 citizens support this. However it was observed that in Iranian females were significantly younger than their male counterparts at stage H.23 Contrary to this, there were no statistically significant differences between males and females in our study and that of a population in Brazil.20

Eighty-six percent of males and 88% of females of our population were at least 14 years of age at stage D (crown completion). This is comparable to the Turkish18, Chinese16, South African17 and Iranian15 populations (stage D was obtained on average at 14 years of age) and also close to Swedish22, American (Caucasian, Hispanic and African) populations in whom crown completion was attained by 15 years of age. Whereas the German, Indian and Japanese populations were much older at stage D: a mean age of 16 years, 17 years and 18 years respectively.14,17

In the present work, stage G, illustrative of root-length completion, was observed at 17 years of age with 67% of males and 71% of females being 17 years and older. A recent study on a Han population in China16 concluded that it was likely for a citizen to be over 14 at stage G. The Turkish18, Swedish22 and American (Caucasian, African and Hispanic) citizens1 were 18 years of age upon attaining stage G. Whereas the German, Japanese and South African populations reached this stage even later: at the age of twenty-one.17

Lui Y, et al16 found that stage H was obtained at a minimum age of 16 years in a population of Southern China. The present study reports an identical finding. The likelihood of males and females of KP province being 18 years and older at stage H is 94% and 95% respectively. This is alike to Belgian Caucasian males (96%) and females (95%) and of American (Caucasians and African) citizens (90%) and Hispanics (85%) were 18 years old upon attaining stage H.3,24 Similarly stage H was attained by 18 years of age in a Brazilian population.20 On the other hand the Japanese, German, and South African populations were all at an average
age of 22 years.\textsuperscript{17} It was concluded that MTM formation may complete after 22 years of age among Iranians.\textsuperscript{23} A study on the Indian population concluded that 90\% of males will reach stage H by 21 years and females by 23 years.\textsuperscript{31} Though the study sample reached crown completion stage and root-length completion stage earlier than the other ethnicities, at stage H the percentage of individuals being 18 or older was the same (>90\%) for them and for Belgian Caucasian, American White and Black, and Spanish populations. Similarly there were significant differences between the Caucasian Americans and African Americans and between the German, Japanese and South African populations. Similarly there were significant differences between the Pakistani children using quantile regression which were more accurate than the anthropometric data proposed by World Health Organisation.\textsuperscript{21,22} The variations in CA at earlier stages diminished towards the completion of MTM formation amongst some populations.

Although currently there is no study that has utilised quantile regression to develop statistical models for CA estimation from mineralisation stages of MTM, Khan et al found quantile regression was more accurate than linear regression in estimating dental age of Pakistani children whereas Iftikhar et al developed growth charts specifically for Pakistani children using quantile regression which were more accurate than the anthropometric data proposed by World Health Organisation.\textsuperscript{21,22} There are potential limitations to this study. The present work is a single hospital-based study which may not be as representative of the general population opposed to a larger sample-based study taken from various centres of the province. Random selection of sample was limited as only those radiographs available in the archive were studied. However additional exposure for this purpose was unjustified. Follow-up radiographs of study subjects would give a greater accuracy of correlation of CA and tooth developmental stage than a retrospective study.

**CONCLUSION**

Developmental stages of MTM can be used as an indicator for age for Pashtun population of Pakistan. Males and females of this population do not have statistically significant variations. It is highly likely that males and females of this populace will be at least 18 years at stage H. This can be of great value in medicolegal lawsuits requiring age estimation.

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

Though the regression formulae closely fit the observed data, additional prediction tests may be applied for further verification of the goodness of fit of these regression models. Studies with larger samples sizes and different tribes residing at KP should be conducted to provide additional data for forensic use.
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